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Why Vehicle Insurance 
Claims Prediction?

• This solution provides a robust and 
accurate way to predict occurrence 
of vehicle insurance claims.

• Supports insurance firms’ planning 
process by predicting whether a 
claim will occur for a policy and the 
expected cost.

• Insurers can use this solution as an 
underwriting support to determine 
the claim risk for the vehicles being 
insured.

Product overview

Automotive claims prediction is a component of 
HyperGraf, which predicts occurrence of a claim and the 
claim amount for a policyholder. The underlying ML 
algorithms use important policyholder, historical policy 
details, vehicle and city characteristics to make the 
predictions. 

Product features

Intelligent Forecasting
Vehicle insurance Claim Prediction predicts claim occurrence and 
cost using vehicle, driver, city and historical policy characteristics.

International Prediction Capabilities 
Provides claim occurrence and claim amount predictions for 
cities across 3 countries (US, UK and India).

Business intelligence and analytics
Mphasis HyperGraf is an omni-channel customer 360 analytics 
solution. It employs customized deep learning and machine 
learning solutions to generate actionable insights across millions 
of data points spread over multiple customer engagement 
channels.

Vehicle Insurance Claims Prediction
A Mphasis Machine Learning Solution

Additional Resources

• Mphasis HyperGraf

• Sample Jupyter Notebook

• Sample Input File

Differentiators

• Uses an ensemble of machine learning models for better 
accuracy and consistency.

• Predicts claims cost along with predicting whether a claim 
will occur

Data Points

3 
Countries 
Covered

2 
Predictions: 

occurrence and cost

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-6qlrnole35j6y
https://www.mphasis.com/home/innovation/nextlabs/hypergraf.html
https://tinyurl.com/yynuq5v5
https://tinyurl.com/y4bjtqck
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How it works

This solution runs an ensemble Machine Leaning algorithm that predicts the probability of claims 
occurrence for vehicle insurance and the expected amount of the claim.

The underlying model takes the input from an S3 bucket, performs preprocessing, analyzes the patterns 
in input data, predicts whether a claim will occur, and predicts the claim cost. This is then fed into the 
output S3 bucket and made available for the user.

Input - Data in a CSV file format, which contains insurance claims information and conforming with the 
usage instructions can be provided as input to the solution.

Output - the solution predicts for each record in the input data whether a claim will occur. ‘Y’ signifies 
that a claim will occur while ‘N’ signifies that a claim will not occur. If a claim occurrence is predicted, 
the model also predicts the claim amount which is likely to be raised given the input parameters.

Product Specifications

Input Output

Supported content types csv csv

Target Variable (1) NA Occurrence of Claim

Target Variable (2) NA Claims Cost

Independent Variables Refer to sample input file NA

Solution available in AWS Marketplace

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/search

